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SECRETARY'S BUREAU

March 2,2018

Secretary Rosemary Chiavetta
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Re: Docket No. A-2016-2575829
Dear Secretary Chiavetta,
As you may know, the Senate Majority Policy Committee recently examined the Laurel Pipeline’s proposal
to partially reverse its flow west of Altoona. This reversal will enhance competition and provide
Pennsylvania consumers with greater access to lower-cost, American-made fuels.
Based on the testimony received by the committee, we - along with many colleagues in the General
Assembly - firmly believe that the PUC’s approval of this market-driven project will benefit Pennsylvania
consumers and our economy by expanding access to more affordable fuels.
The project will also boost our region’s and the nation’s security by utilizing more energy sources and fuels
produced and manufactured here at home, rather than continuing to rely on overseas imports.
Basic supply and demand fundamentals demonstrate that this project will push down fuel prices across the
Commonwealth, delivering hundreds of millions of dollars in energy savings for Pennsylvania families and
small businesses as access to lower-cost American-made fuels expands. According to committee testimony,
all parties to this PUC proceeding - including the opponents - agree the reversal will reduce fuel prices for
consumers.
While America’s ongoing energy revolution continues to be a boon for consumers, it is also impacting
business models that have not embraced this fundamental change.
Recently, we’ve seen this landscape shift in the market force one refiner - longtime Laurel customer
Philadelphia Energy Solutions (PES) - to seek bankruptcy protection. We share in the concern that a
potential disruption of operations there might impact jobs as well as regional fuel supplies. It’s clearly
evident, however, that the Laurel project is not contributing to financial problems at PES and poses no threat
to East Coast refiners’ long-term viability. See Jarrett Renshaw, Refiner Goes Belly-Up After Big Payouts
to Carlyle Group, Reuters, Feb. 20, 2018 (attached).

In addition, enhancing access to Midwest fuels would become yet more important to Pennsylvania
consumers if PES or other East Coast refiners are unable to maintain long-term operations. Indeed, an
eastward flow of fuel on Laurel could become an insurance policy against possible supply outages.
It’s clear from the recent Senate panel testimony - along with ample supporting economic data - that
attempts to restrict or hinder the market from working efficiently, fairly, and competitively is not in the best
interest of Pennsylvania consumers.
In fact, while such efforts may protect the profits of some parties, Pennsylvania consumers would be
unnecessarily harmed if they were denied enhanced access to more affordable Midwest fuels.
Pennsylvania consumers are best served when they have more choice, not less. That is why a variety of
groups and organizations across the Commonwealth, including the International Union of Operating
Engineers (Local 66: Pittsburgh), support the Laurel's partial reversal. See Feb. 19, 2018 IUOE Letter to
the PA PUC (attached).
We appreciate PUC’s objective, consumer-focused approach in reviewing this important market-driven
proposal. Thank you for your consideration of these critical facts.
Very respectfully,

Guy Reschenthaler
State Senator - 37th District

Kim Ward
State Senator - 39th District

Camera Bartolotta
State Senator - 46lh District

Elder Vogel
State Senator - 47th District

111 Zeta Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15238-2811

PHONE 412-968-9120
FAX 412-968-9130

February 19t 2018

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
400 North Street, Keystone Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Re:

PUC Docket No. A-2016-2575829

Dear Secretary Chiavetta:

.

Please accept this letter of support for Laurel Pipe Line Company’s application to partially
reverse its direction of flow between Altoona and Pittsburgh to allow a greater, more secure supply of
lower-cost, American made fuel to reach Pennsylvania consumers.
As Business Manager of International Union of Operating Engineers Local 66, we represent more
than 7,300 brothers and sisters who stand to benefit from the project’s job creation and lower fuel price
benefits. We encourage the PUC to approve this common sense proposal that will enhance competition
and improve the lives of working families.
America’s shale revolution has been a godsend for our local.

At the depths of the Great

Recession and right when we needed it most, greater energy production here at home - and associated
infrastructure improvements needed to deliver that energy to consumers - provided a critical lifeline to
good jobs with family sustaining wages and benefits.
Ensuring those opportunities reach more Pennsylvanians in the future requires projects like the
one Laurel proposes. Midwest refiners are turning the increased supply of North American crude oil into
more affordable fuels. Without access to those supplies, though, Pennsylvania consumers will continue to
unnecessarily rely on overseas imports, which are less stable and more expensive.

.

Partially reversing Laurel Pipe Line’s flow is a simple solution that puts working families first by
enhancing local market competition and driving down costs at the pump.

This proposal is a win for

consumers and for energy security as our members and Pennsylvania families further benefit from
affordable, abundant energy produced safely at home.
We must ensure we have the right infrastructure in place to enjoy all the benefits of our American
energy future.

www.iuoe66.org
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Thank you for your consideration of this critical energy project that puts consumers and working
families - including our members - first.

James T. Kunz, Jr.
Business Manager and
International Vice President
JTK:ka\v
Opeiu#457
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Refiner goes belly-up after big payouts to Carlyle Group
By Jarrett Renshaw

REUTERS

February 20, 2018
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-biQfuels-Des-bankruDtcv-insiQht/refiner-aoes-bellv-uD-after-biQ-Davouts-to-carlvte-aroup-

idUSKCN1G40H
NEW YORK - Throughout 2016 and 2017, a rail terminal built to accept crude oil for the largest East Coast refinery often sat
idle, with few trains showing up to unload.
Although little oil flowed, plenty of money did.
Under a deal Philadelphia Energy Solutions (PES) signed in 2015, the refiner paid minimum quarterly payments of $30 million to
terminal owner North Yard Logistics LP - even if little crude arrived. Much of that cash, in turn, flowed to the investors that own
both PES and North Yard, led by the Carlyle Group, a global private equity firm with $178 billion in assets.
The deal in effect guaranteed lucrative payouts to Carlyle regardless of whether the refinery benefited from the arrangement.
When oil market conditions made the rail shipments unprofitable later that year, the refinery took heavy losses while its investors
continued to collect large distributions for two more years.
The rail contract exemplifies the financial demands Carlyle imposed on PES in the years leading up to the refiner’s bankruptcy in
January. The Carlyle-led consortium collected at least $594 million in cash distributions from PES before it collapsed, according
to a Reuters review of bankruptcy filings. Carlyle paid $175 million in 2012 for its two-thirds stake in the refiner.
More than half the distributions to the Carlyle-led investors were financed by loans against PES assets that the refiner now can’t
pay back, the filings show. The rest came from the refiner’s operating budget and payments PES made under the terminal deal
to North Yard, a firm with no offices or employees that PES spun off in 2015.
PES has blamed its bankruptcy on environmental regulations that require all U.S. refiners to cover the costs of blending cornbased ethanol into the nation's gasoline. But the ill-fated train terminal deal and other large payouts to investors played key roles
in the refiner's collapse, according to filings and five current or former PES employees who were involved in the refinery's
decision-making. The employees spoke to Reuters on condition of anonymity.
The investor payouts, along with a slump in refining economics, left PES unable to cover its obligations under the decade-old
U.S. Renewable Fuel Standard or the loans it took to finance the distributions to Carlyle, the filings show.
PES had $600 million in debt and $43 million in cash on hand when it filed bankruptcy last month. It now hopes to restructure
and continue operations, which employ about 1,100 people.
Carlyle Group spokesman Christopher Ullman declined to comment on whether the distributions or the rail-terminal deal
contributed to the refiner’s bankruptcy. PES spokeswoman Cherice Corley defended the payments to Carlyle and said the
biofuels regulations played a "significant" role its collapse.
"We feel our capital structure was appropriate, and any suggestion that it was the cause of our restructuring is completely
ignoring the significant effect of the flawed Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS),” Corley said.
Other refiners and Pennsylvania officials have also blamed biofuels regulation for the South Philadelphia refinery's failure,
triggering renewed debate about the program on Capitol Hill.
Refiners without the necessary blending facilities, such as PES, are required to purchase regulatory credits, known as RINs,
from firms that do such blending. The cost of compliance for PES rose from $13 million in 2012 to $218 million in 2017 as prices
increased for the credits, which are traded in an open market.
The refiner, however, failed to pay a large portion of that obligation. In addition to its conventional debt, PES still owes the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulatory credits worth about $350 million, an amount tied to the fuel it produced over
the past two years, according to filings. The firm stopped buying RINs last year - and instead sold them to other refiners for what
likely amounted to tens of millions of dollars, Reuters reported in November.
The corn and ethanol lobby has pushed back on the argument that biofuels regulation sunk PES, pointing out that other refiners
governed by the same law are raking in their highest profits in years. The refinery's failure had more to do with the hefty profits it
paid to Carlyle as its cash reserves dwindled and its debt soared, said Brooke Coleman, head of the Advanced Biofuels Council.

“The Carlyle Group looks more like a corporate raider than a savior in this deal," Coleman said.
Carlyle would not lose any of its gains on the RES investment under the refiner's proposed restructuring plan, which has the
support of almost all creditors, according to filings. RES also asks the bankruptcy court to entirely absolve its $350 million
obligation to the ERA.
ERA spokeswoman Liz Bowman declined to comment on the delinquent RES credit obligations, citing the bankruptcy
proceedings.

CARLYLE RECOUPED INVESTMENT WITH DEBT
Carlyle bought its stake in RES as many other East Coast refineries were closing down because of weak margins. The previous
owner, Sunoco - now Energy Transfer Partners - contributed the refinery's assets and became a non-controlling partner.
The $175 million Carlyle paid was its only investment in RES, filings show, and the firm soon recouped its acquisition costs
through a loan against the refinery.
At the direction of its investor-controlled board, RES borrowed $550 million in March 2013 and paid $200 million of that to
investors, according to bankruptcy filings.
RES then spent $100 million building the rail terminal that year and $30 million in 2014 to double its capacity. At the time, U.S.
oil production was skyrocketing as improved drilling technology unlocked new reserves in places such as North Dakota. Carlyle
saw an opportunity to tap this cheaper supply and wean RES off costly imports.
The plan worked well at first, in 2013.and 2014, and RES posted earnings of about $500 million for the two years combined.
In January 2015, RES spun off the terminal, creating North Yard as a separate firm. RES then signed a ten-year agreement with
North Yard to pay $1.95 for each barrel unloaded and agreed to a minimum quarterly volume of 170,000 bpd, guaranteeing the
$30 million quarterly payments to North Yard. For any barrel RES unloaded above the threshold, the refinery paid North Yard 51
cents.
The system was designed to reward RES for success, but had no contingency plan to protect the refiner against the failure that
would quickly follow the deal. The rail terminal has averaged just 58,000 bpd since the contract was signed, according to figures
provided to Reuters by energy intelligence service Genscape, because Carlyle and RES could no longer access crude at prices
low enough to make the rail shipments profitable.
That left RES paying millions of dollars to Carlyle, through North Yard, for oil shipments it never received.

BAD BET ON CHEAP CRUDE
Carlyle’s purchase of RES and the rail terminal investment were bets that U.S. oil would remain cheap relative to imports. A glut
of domestic production had caused U.S. crude to sell at a deep discount to imported barrels, with the gap averaging about $8.60
between 2012 and 2015.
But by late 2015, an oil price rebound slashed the domestic discount to less than $3 a barrel - not enough to cover the cost of a
long rail journey.
RES nonetheless continued to pay North Yard a total of $298 million between 2015 until August 2017, filings show. The Carlyleled investor group received $151 million, in eight distributions, of the total paid to North Yard.
In November of that year, RES took on more debt to finance more payouts to investors, borrowing a total of $160 million in two
loans against the rail terminal and delivering the proceeds its Carlyle-led backers, filings show.
Corley, the RES spokeswoman said terminal investment more than paid for itself during its more profitable period. But for last
two years, RES said in filings, the refinery remained largely cut off from the cheap crude it needed to survive.
"Perversely, it became cheaper to transport crude oil from North Dakota to points in Western Europe than it was to transport the
same crude oil to Philadelphia,” the firm said.
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